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As your budget gets tighter 
you need the best advice you can find. 
You just found it. Consumers Index and Media Review Digest 
provide the advice you need, compiling evaluative information 
on media software and equipment of value to libraries, schools, 
and consumers. Each is the most significant reference and 
selection tool in its field. Purchasing based on advice from 
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Is the most comprehensive and current selection, acquisitions, cata-
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Catalogs all educational items, providing: descriptions of subject 
content, Library of Congress headings, Dewey decimal numbers, 
grade level indications, and award citations. 
Includes an estimated 50-60,000 review citations per year, and di· 
gests many thousands of critical and evaluative reviews from major 
reviewing sources. 
• Both an alphabetical Library of Congress and a classified Dewey 
decimal subject approach are provided for all educational media. 
• Annual cumulations are updated by quarterly supplements, all of 
which include subject indexes. 
MRD 1973n4, $65 plus postage. MRD 1974n5, $65 plus postage. 
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